To Many Pet’s
Charlie Fox is a small, kind and caring kid. He is 8 years old. He lives
in a small country town called Dunaju. Dunaju is a peaceful town
where all the kids get along. Charlie’s parents do not like animals
one tiny bit but Charlie loves them and really wants a pet when he
grows up.
When Charlie get’s older it comes to the time where he can make the
decision to get a pet. Because Charlie loves animals he decides to get
a golden retriever. He decides to call it Raff. He takes great care of
Raff and treats him like he’s a human because he believes that’s the
way they deserve to be treated. Charlie loved Raff and Raff loved
Charlie, that’s the way it was. Charlie decided to get another pet. He
get’s two Guiney Pigs called Leo and Louie. The Guiney Pigs loved
their home and they felt like someone actually cared for them.
Charlie believes that he can take care of one more pet so he gets a
bunny rabbit. He calls it Scruff. Scruff gets his own cage and his own
everything and Scuff loves that. Charlie thinks long and hard about
getting another pet since he loves animals. He comes to the decision
that he is going to get another pet. He gets a chocolate Labrador and
calls it Henry.
Charlie gets married and has a family whom he truly loves. He
starts to realise that having five pets to look after, while having his
kids to look after as well, is a big challenge and he is getting quite
stressed out about it.
He is all over the shop with work. It’s also too much to pay for
school fees as well as vet fees for the animals. At this point in his life
he is very stuck and puzzled.

Charlie comes up with an idea to make a petting zoo. He names it
“Too Many Pets”. This way he can make money and still keep his
pets. He makes the money by going to different schools and
entertaining kids. His children love animals as well so they help look
after the petting zoo. When Charlie gets older he has to hand the
business down to his kids and then Too Many Pets is handed down
through the generations.
The rest of Charlie’s life is stress free and he is grateful for that!

